"I'm heading home," announced Jason, stepping over to the door of the van. It was five in the evening. He had somehow managed to drag himself to work on time, arriving at his desk at nine o'clock sharp much to the surprise of his colleagues. Unsurprisingly, he had fallen asleep multiple times, and, even when he was awake, had stared off into some nonexistent depths of his computer's monitor, not exactly focused his job. 

"Have a safe walk," said Frog, not looking up from his screen. He had been in the van when Jason had arrived, completely refreshed and working hard.

"Yeah." With that, Jason sauntered down onto the sidewalk and trekked the five blocks back to his apartment, where he collapsed exhausted on his bed. He didn't even have the energy to visit his website and see what his readers were up to on his forums. He'd fed them a link to dorito.us that morning and he was sure that the—surprisingly high-quality—photos of the demon would keep them entertained. 

The demon...

Jason turned over to face his wall. He didn't want to see the sky out his window. He didn't want to see the internet out his computer. He didn't want to see anything but the solid there-ness of his wall, complimented by peeling light gray paint and a few crushed bugs. Though he was facing away from it all, away from his job and his site and the events of the past twenty-four hours, he couldn't keep his thoughts from wandering back to the figure he'd seen on camera. Towering, robust, frightening... the images were branded into his mind.

When he had arrived at the LAW1 van that morning, Frog had told him not to worry about the girl or her demon. He was watching her and she wasn't moving. Jason was to resume normal operations until notified otherwise.

<i>How can I resume normal operations?!</i> he wondered. <i>I just saw that thing, a thing that should have disrupted my life, a thing that should have destroyed and wreaked havoc, and yet I'm supposed to ignore it?</i>

None of anything made sense. Well, he could deal with the demon. It was a real stretch of everything he'd been taught, but it was also kind of cool and believable in a way. But the girl—what were <i>her</i> motives? Why was she able to summon a demon, and why did she want to? Was she really nothing more than a terrorist? It was hard to swallow. A freshman living on her own in a luxury apartment on South Side... 

Jason knew Berkeley, and though Frog's comical interpretation of the national spirit toward the town was understandable, he knew that this girl was a break away from the ordinary.

With that thought, he finally found sleep.
